A new study shows that, in zebrafish, efficient postural control is developed by larvae as they learn the corrective movements required to maintain an unstable posture and overcome changes in body inertia.
Postural balance is of utmost importance not only for bipedal humans, but for many other animals as well, whether they walk on two, four or more legs, or whether they fly. Even for fish, keeping balance is not achieved automatically but requires active sensorimotor control, because the distribution of density within the fish's body is not homogenous [1] . While this inhomogeneity is potentially advantageous while locomoting, omnipresent gravitational forces would drag a motionless fish into a disadvantageous vertical posture, in which the force balance between gravity and buoyancy is restored ( Figure 1A ). A new study by Ehrlich and Schoppik [2] , reported in this issue of Current Biology, shows that, in zebrafish larvae, the effective maintenance of posture requires appropriate sensorimotor strategies that are only acquired during early postembryonic life. Like toddlers who need to learn how to sit or stand upright [3] , fish have to learn how to maintain their optimal posture within the water column.
Continuous Control
Maintaining a desired unstable posture away from the trivial fixed point -for example, in the case of a human toddler, sitting instead of lying on the floorpresents a control-theory problem that requires active motor control and the activation of appropriate sets of axial and limb muscles [4] . In order to maintain balance, all organisms need a functioning sensor to detect deviations from the desired set point, motor effectors to change the positional state, and a control strategy that allows the generation of commands for adequate motor actions. The essential problem is therefore to find an appropriate control mechanism for such a closed-loop feedback circuit.
One possible solution to this problem is continuous negative feedback: in response to an increase of the error between actual and desired value, a motor command is issued that drives the state back to its desired value. While sometimes a proportional change is sufficient, integrative and derivative components can be added to make the controller more efficient, resulting in a so-called 'proportional-integral-derivative' (PID) controller. An example for such a continuous feedback circuit in motor control is the stretch reflex that maintains the state of a muscle [5] : the length and speed of contraction of the muscle is measured by the muscle spindles and fed back to the alpha motoneurons, which in turn change their firing rate to maintain the desired muscle length.
Continuous control has its drawbacks, however, especially when the feedback loop includes temporal delays. Most of us have experienced a shower in a cheap hotel that is initially too cold and when we attempt to turn up the hot water, at first nothing happens but then the water gets too hot. Here, our control strategy could not handle the long latency in the feedback loop. A long latency together with a high gain in a negative feedback loop can easily lead to large oscillations, also known as resonance catastrophe. For tracking eye movements, also called smooth pursuit, which have to deal with a long temporal delay due to visual processing, nature has solved this problem by a complex interplay of internal prediction and non-linear control elements [6, 7] . A variety of control strategies have been proposed for such continuous motor control problems, many of them based on the concept of internal models of the controlled body part and the environment [8, 9] (Figure 1D ).
Intermittent Balance Control
One of the elements for solving the control problem in smooth pursuit is the so-called catch-up saccade: once the distance between desired visual target and the fovea becomes too large, the eye makes a rapid ballistic corrective movement, a saccade that brings fovea and target back to alignment. This intermittent type of control, a long-standing subject of study in the oculomotor control field [6] , does not require continuous motor action or (D) Continuous control: the desired state of the organism is compared to the output of a state estimator, which receives sensory feedback and motor efference copies; the error between estimated and desired states is sent to a controller, which computes optimal motor commands for error minimization. The state of the body as well as the sensory feedback, which includes delays that complicate continuous control, are influenced by the environment (see for example [9] ). (E) Intermittent control: the simplified scheme here is similar to (D), except that a switch prevents error signals from being transmitted to the controller such that the latter acts only if the trigger closes the switch. The closing of the switch is triggered when the error between the estimated and desired states exceeds a particular threshold. Note that the state usually consists of multiple variables such as velocity and position.
monitoring of the desired state, but an appropriate control of the corrective movement ( Figure 1E ). Both the timing and the amplitude have to be adapted to accurately bring back the state of the organism to its desired value. A similar type of intermittent control is implemented by the fast phase of optokinetic nystagmus, the kind of eye movement we make for example when looking out of a train window, which brings the eye approximately back to the center of the ocular-motor range [10] .
As shown in the hallmark study by Ehrlich and Schoppik [2] , it is this type of intermittent control that is adopted by zebrafish larvae: drifts away from their preferred horizontal posture are corrected by active bouts of swimming, just as nystagmic movements bring the eyes back to a central position. But the ability of the larvae to restore their posture after a drift is not innate, but rather something that develops over time ( Figure 1B,C) . Young larvae learn to initiate a bout at the right moment with the correct amplitude so that, at the end of the bout, the body is close to the preferred posture.
Ehrlich and Schoppik [2] also show why adaptability is required: over the course of a few days the body composition of the larvae changes dramatically, particularly as a result of calcification of the skeleton and development of the swim bladder, so that the center of gravity shifts along the longitudinal axis of the body. A swimming strategy that would restore balance at day one would fail just a few days later. Specifically, zebrafish learn a more efficient timing for initiating the corrective movements so that deviations from the desired horizontal posture become smaller. With very thoughtful and innovative experimental manipulations, the authors tested their conclusions: an oil film on top of the water causes swim bladders to be filled with oil instead of air, which has a larger density, thus changing the rostro-caudal weight distribution along the body, such that the downward drag of the head is larger. In agreement with their hypothesis, such manipulated larvae show the expected difference in behavior: bouts are initiated more often to compensate for the stronger downward drag of the animals' head.
Postural Control in Humans
In humans, the control strategy used for upright stance is less obvious. Various flavors of continuous control strategies have been favoured in the field for quite some time, emphasizing different aspects of sensorimotor integration for stabilizing the standing human body [11, 12] . But recently several studies [4, 13, 14] have proposed that, rather than continuous control, intermittent control might also be the strategy for human postural control, because it can explain a number of experimental observations about human stance better than previous continuous control models. So far, it has to our knowledge not been investigated which properties of intermittent control models are learned during development in humans or remain adaptable in adults to compensate for changes in body dynamics due to carrying weights, fatigue, damage, or aging. However, it is likely that intact sensory input as well as cerebellar and cortical mechanisms are required similar to controlling other limb movements like eye and head for gaze shifts [15] .
Postural control is thus not just a matter of having an intact vestibular or proprioceptive sensory system: it requires the sensorimotor skill to fine-tuned corrective movements, and to do so with functionally correct amplitude, direction and timing. The results of the study by Ehrlich and Schoppik [2] are therefore not only of interest for understanding the development of motor control, but specifically emphasize the eminent importance of sensorimotor timing and the adaptability for effective postural balance. The evolutionarily well preserved structure of vestibulospinal projections [16] further suggests that conclusions from animal models such as zebrafish can indeed provide important insights for postural control in general. Considering the balance problems that lead to an increasing danger of falls in the aging society [17, 18] , the present study provides interesting impulses concerning the role of possible deficits in timing and adaptive intermittent control in elderly humans.
